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The train whistle pierced like a wailing organ, sending its apocolyptic 
little hymn jetting through the somber brick & glass station. Me & the 
others are waiting here like stock furs, draped on each other & languid 
when the train whistles break through our dreaming. Perks of shoulders 
widen & raise arms & bags slowly around the pews, the echos of breath 
quickening in tired breaths, like last breaths from this purgatory of 
untended roadkill. In the yellow light, pudgy milkfaced blind women 
crawl away from death into bags, maybe again. Blue lights flash left, 
red lights flash ahead, green lights from all sides light up like go 
buttons welded into the future or distant past, distinct from our 
stone-feature glass reflections. The wet asphalt & I remained.
A storm simmers like smelting iron beyond taut salmon pink-eye sky, the 
perfect backdrop for this miasmic garish flotsam floating groupishly 
into red electric fields and shit chantilly foams, groaning warning 
thunders and pissing piquant phantoms of excess rain, the kind of rain 
to boil up fresh graves.
A girl stutters through her teeth while watching me, using my presence 
to counterbalance the lone-wolf, somber sequenced sentences that drop 
from her tongue over the chattering of leaves and wind molecules. Dead 
roses flew up through her insides, her brain faltered & sputtered words 
into the phone, leaking out the lacerated tank of chemical cohesion. 
"My heart is broken" She said over and over again "My heart is broken." 
I couldn't pretend it wasn't breaking my heart and I urged to snatch 
the phone from her hand and pretend like I knew exactly what I was 
doing. Fuck this travel, fuck this town, fuck your primitive ancestors 
& fuck this sobriety, wash your face we're going to this place I know 
and we'll stay until the pain is gone, there's no use convalescing over 
five hours on a train alone trying to eke comfort from stormy horizon 
lines it makes us all crazy to watch nature & feel distance from it, 
we're strong enough to be gentle we're strong enough to detach
She won't stop crying because her love is dead, therefore she is con-
vinced that her heart is dead & I feel such a pang in my chest, in my 
eyes when she quells the tears for a second to try and laugh at some 
innocuous thing, which she should, but it doesn't make the sudden tran-
sition any less disturbing than when a lover dies and there's nothing 
left but a smile as you bury them deep in the crevasse of your gut, 

lowering paper memories down through the ribcage, I wonder about eating 
a diary.
The trains gunshelled armor crawls into the winking orange wet cement 
oasis, we slog through struggling like hungry bugs and the train became 
a black caterpillar hauling up the frenulum of a dead oak leaf 
settled in small mysterious lush forested islands.

Monuments appear, built from strongstuff bronze & clay crushed to form 
fine fillial facial features revealing hidden cantos of morals, these 
things becoming only simpe points among vectors and little room for 
psychic passage, my eyes fill with the lush haze of meaningless strong 
limestone and colored mud on cray paper hung in the mausoleum.
But only for a moment. Then glimmers shatter everything. The light was 
right behind.
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410 the man was on the CT. A.

With the Wind. 
With the Gone, visible.

And his right back pocket was on the door from train, 
an accident, on Monroe. 
The police have been notified, searching the Area, 
Her First American male: just 6 foot tall, 170 pounds in weight.

The diem complexion.

"Hello. It's shoulder, " 
"Hi,
 Rachel,"

Hello. 

postures words which seem to go on as waste.

"Hey George, black here." 
"Hello,
 Mustache and Beard."

5 o'clock shadow if you see anyone fit. 
This message to the F. A. I. C. Community. We have received a report.

The man was aligned With a gun, visible. 
Texas right back pocket on the door train, exited, on Monroe Street.

police have been notified, have the Area,
he is described
as follows her First American Male

547 is 26 foot tall HI 150 to 170 pounds in weight. 
The diem complexion.
"Hello. It's shoulder"
  "Hi Ray, Valenti."

Hello. 
cstock: 
postures words
 which 
seem
 can go on

 as 
waste.

Hey 

George, black here. Both mustache and beard. And the style of a 5 
o'clock shadow. 
If you see 
anyone 
fitting this description, avoid him
and 
no 
ti 
fy 
the

po 
lice.

Thank you.

F.A
. I. C.
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One hundred and six. Flushed capillaries and noiseless intestines like a shuttered door. urine without object. He has torn his 
!ngernail along the side where it presses against the round meat 

separate and identical and blood !lls the little furrow there it 
stings in proportion to the small quality of red it seems to him 

there. He pulls away a strip of skin. He pulls with his teeth and his !ngers keep a residue of his breakfast. Both shine and brownness. What else is wanted. 
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If a city then an apartment. The choke of a telephone. The dog and the taxi. 
Warm air up the skirt of a street corner grate. 
If an apartment then a person. playing with his shoes, letting them hang off in 

To let one dangle and wait the way the words particularly do against or a line may 

it. The watching. He sits with his leg across his knee and a signal while white tendon 
in motion. 

Then the slip of wet suture teeth after the simple cut of simple words; “
 So he’s sat in a room in an apartment
“A while ago, yes.”
“I’m surprised you don’t keep any pets.”

“The idea of pets or the idea of keeping them?”

sincerity one leans towards the  

you look in a dog’s eyes and you see yourself.”
The 

gestures and she touches the edge of her hand thoughtlessly. The dilated plates of 
her eyes. The creeping light from the hallway allows for a little more seeing and the 
fuselage of light seeping out of the window from outside. The sofa and the cast of his 

to the hallway.
 Otherwise, 
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leather there. Snug. His shoe apart from his feet. Vacant him. He is watching it 
though anyway thinking on it. The way they hang or merely loose, the pace invent 
and rubber soles. Discrete. He smiles at the skin and body of her lips. Conversation 
being what it is, parts polite a moment. The interruption of the pause polite into this 
conversation. This conversation continues. 

The light from a camera could take in everything. He brushes his gertips 
across the rim of his lips. His gaze from under unknit browline. He 

“What do you think of the coffee?”
Just as ly as if he meant it. Consumed by a vast inner smile and he’s slid into 

another posture, forward, himself into his words. Like a slice. She wonders which of 
gers are wet.

“I think it’s necessary.”
“It’s a late night for you?”

Their way towards, they crawl, they fawn in long introspects, to only let things 
slip.  The way they do and play their importance in slow breath. With a few quiet 
words and disparate parts, sap left between. Come to say some many things.

The unobstruction of lace draping behind which is a window, and behind him a 
sheet of lace draping. Light from a city faint for as near it is tips across the leather 
and the slope in the sofa and the angle his thigh permitted. She puts her cup from 
her lips. It sits clean ivory onto a glass table between them for this very purpose. 
She wants to curl up around his crotch he thinks. I used to think I’d but he stops 
there. The cold pure curve of porcelain. Blemish of the oil from her lips.

“Is it true you’ve been asked after?”
“And I have the bruises.”
She looks down. Her cup set and her coffee unreadable. That angle and distance 

even only so far as out of reach turns it to an object to consider. Black coffee ripples 
impercepted obscure thoughts of a dark robed judge, his eyes beyond patience, face a 
mime for jurisprudence .  as intent as disattached. The tone hanging in the air by the 
weight of his text falling to the desk and falling open. A fat grey beard the mark of a 
patriarch. His breath considered. His posture, his breath as his words as well.

“ from here. After this it is horrifying.”
He invites in time and space in his leaning into the seat of his chair. The gesture 

is one of beckoning and waiting. 
The piercing quality in his voice still on him, like a halo, the e and the clean 

wood desk he seems a part of (kinship in their imposition). The innumerable dark 
folds and locks within the course of his jurisprudence . he s without looking the 
groove worn in the edge the width of his index ger. The practiced age and weight 
of each object, of the lamp and shelves and of him. (Each act only itself in him.) That 
he doesn’t cradle his face in his hand or sit to one side comfortably... The 
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unbetrayed rising in his skin and under the heavy wool suit and the course hanging 
beard. Or somewhere in the solemn tip of his tongue wetting the bottom of his lip  a 
please let it stop in someone else nothing beyond waiting in him. His gaze struck into 
perfected examination, immense, mechanized perfect witness, organized into the 
waiting, the thoughtful face suspended in mute across from him. A customer 
expression. Patient as a book, face like text in the prevented atmosphere as a line 
content to lie. Summer morning daylight sifted through a treebranch overcome by 
leaves diffused and spilling onto him and the couple set in chairs. A blossom to 
sprout. Wait for something to break into the silence.

A clock bell rings off the hours and then a half and hums a space more. He is 
sitting all the way back in his chair. He draws the air between his teeth and tastes 
and takes in a as if it were an investment   and shuts the text.

The couple waiting in chairs across from him. She keeps her hands, uncanny in 
gloves and folded lavender. Serene and uncanny. He glances up, from across his desk 
and framed by ceaseless pattern of references. The smooth transit of his mouth 
somehow connected with the rumble and force which follows in the same way words 
are somehow connected with sound.

“None of the following matters. I am not one for quoting but there is no other way 
to go forward with this and retain the accuracy I am requiring.

“she kneels down and the nipple comes off in her hand. This awful disease smell 
and discharge before the blood comes spilling out everywhere. blood and milk 
whispering into the dir rn.

“It pools under her. The cow hasn’t moved. Crowds of s are pestering her eyes 
and nose having sprung as if from the wound itself. They hide the site of the wound 
and her hand is boiling. ”

His voice unfolds and  registers internally. Reverberations and subvocal. His 
eyes are recounting this and their presence in the couple intoning as much.

“She lets the botulitic piece of the animal fall out of her hand.
“The smell has been unbearable. She is surrounded. The sensation of being 

underwater is ve. As intense and lost in the shining, sticky black blood and 
the insistent bodies of s g their way onto every side of her and the ks of 
the animal buried by them. The buzzing of their wings. Seeking. When the warm 
rotted meat strikes the ground it splits.”

He swallows here and sighs before continuing ( this is not a break in his rhythm 
but as appropriate as the tempo kept by the train going on and over rail). 

“Looking now she can see black streaks and lines coursing through the cow’s 
udder. She thinks this looks like the lines of nations on a map. She looks to the 

n in the pool at her feet of material and the stringy liquid still falling out of 
the animal. Black blood and rust and a yellow cream coagulated and falling in 
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streams and clumps and her n and that f the e f the l 
fat and heavy. 

“The c w seems t t  . It hasn’t turned and s e s 
. T e has passed t any q y taken d wn. She s 

under a w . She s unsteady as f uncer n f her w . s are n the sweep 
c ck and red. 

“The  r s cked h rey and the r s . Far ff a ck 
s wheels away m them. She walks away  r . The c w’s le  

at the t f a shad w m the ed e f the r t  the t f the m and the 
f  . The t has d t any cause. Perhaps t s a 
enfeebled and str  t m t f r s last s r a t 

 ly. The e f the m s  apparent n w. A t  
black bubbles s  the p f the cup. F m s e t s an 
abstract and h a lance  t  r. h her t f the  t 
m ly q t r n  t that but f r the steady  m a faucet h a faulty 

washer r a t  t  be . A  ec  e  the the 
ve warmth  the carpet and the mea er . The lass table rendered q

r f
c v

“W w
the  p stran led shad ws ke the end f a e m the e f 

 and paper n the d and the n s  up s e 
stare and stare    r f s  a t the e f the fare ahead 

f them  he ks f what she’s w  and h w d her knees must have 
already. In a deter d way the yell w and black d s n and ff a . She 
takes her hand  s arm and puts a r f ves t her cket and ver her 
hands. The l lays  and n n her and she adjusts them at the 

h a d e then puts her hands ether d the w f 
elb w. 

U rrupted f falls  t the e f the street  r then 
sym m sync s ec .  her   her  her   her   her  he catches a 

t f v s n her neck neatly  as they e under a streetlamp. 
Headlampss and a pushed . Blue . Then the t t 

ch he s her hand h the tacky x f ffal and d meat and the 
d left ver m a  presses f  her back and cranes 

head d t  d her s h . As the  water runs and the steam dances 
s the pane f the w n r pale chen. He ves s hand s 

y s  t rests n her cked ers. He s the an le created between the 
e f her arm and the shape f her breast. They step t f the par r t 

the streetlamp and the l t d . The jaunty shapes  and 
 n the t f the d they’re n and the d   the 
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subtle track and noise of people and cars. Someone runs past yelling. A line of cars 
slows and stops and someone gets out of a door, someone opens a cab’s door and 
emerges, someone struggles and they’re near enough to hear them calling someone 
to wait.

“It seems like there are a lot of cars and people out for a tuesday.”
People passing through the juncture ahead by ones and two and more, in couples 

and out. The irreversible path or point. The curve of her wrist emerging from her 
coat and rubbing against his like a lust between the materials. Someone seems to be 
straining against asthma on one of the corner doorways ahead of them.

“A late tuesday getting later. There are so many people.”
She nods towards the line of cars and the few people strolling through the 

intersection. Abreast and apiece, in couples and otherwise. He nods the slick bones 
in his neck. 

The cold gernail wind along the corner of his eye and the high ridge presented 
by his ear. He moves the hair off his forehead. Their shadow transitions from left to 
right as they cross to the other side of the road and towards one light and from 
another. And his heel connects evenly with the ground. They pass the asthmatic in a 
stringy coat and a hole in her callous skirt.

“The t time she ever saw snow falling she thought it was ashes. She moved to 
the city from a farm and before that she’d been in suburbs and track homes.”

He leans nearer and whispers a sweet1  something in her ear. The road hangs 
open and alive and it stumbles from dark, closed up home to unlit storefront to 
railing and basement, lifeless capillaries, old eyes, the backs of pedestrians and a 

x of blinding lamps and unseen headlight. Windows illuminated from within 
  .gniwem a dna evol fo stuohS .snoitasrevnoc flah dna snroh fo hctip eht dna

Snippeds of one sided conversations breeching. Someone could be wailing in 
birthpangs and one wouldn’t notice much at all. They fall into it and seem to know 
which way they’re going in mute paroxialism. His hand on hers on his arm as they 
make their way in the line of people.. They move around a woman walking the 
opposite way and he has to turn to avoid touching her soft fur.  An older man keeps 
the distance between himself and a woman by hurrying, her after him and him not 
altering his pace or aware of how she’s breathing and stretching her legs to keep 
after him. The wind pulls on her hat and wraps her clothes around her body and her 
skirt between her legs as she grimaces. The deep pits of black evening broken 
through by the above and what follows, the images or a continual thought, a strip of 
possibility realised at a moment. A car with new hubcaps sloughing through the 
evening, slick and clean and rumbling. The sky overhead of them s the same 

5
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note in the clouds texture and the pierced moon a blotch of old sunlight and a 
bloated stretch of silver glowing in an ephemera, umbral cloud matter..

“She lives with an aunt in a stereotype. She starts a job and spins lace and twine 
onto spindles in a factory. Every other week it seems like she moves up the line, 
closer to less worked materials. Now minding the lines to make sure there’ren’t 
tangles along the way. Now the machine needs oiling  and she knows how to adjust 
the speed of it. Not as promotion but at random or at least without any . Doing 
this new thing and learning more.”

pockmarked road
, stains on the sidewalk. Black spots and a spill that was a spilled out pattern 

dried brown layer over a broken corner of the pavement. The curds of vomit against 
the juncture of asphalt and the sidewalk like loose cells. They e in now behind a 
branch of people taking up the width of the walkway. The pink and white light and 
grey-red pooling and contrasting as shadows stem and roll and shrink in doppler 
waves. 

“The room she has was one shared by her cousins until she came. Now their beds 
are in an attic space and they sleep there or on a sofa in the living room. The attic 
though is cold enough that one could not sleep there alone and the couch is lit up by 

ch morning in the winter.”
They carry on up the road through another intersection and the lurching calls of 

automobiles, the distinct hum of diesel engine bus and the swish of someone 
triggering their wiper blades by mistake. The jumbled e of someone’s cigarette, 
the languid dive of the end of someone’s cigarette.

“She spends one morning laying in bed when she has to get up to go to work. She 
thinks of herself at the place in the line she’d just learned. The smell of the heavy oil 
which ends up in her hair and nails and the dust kicked up by the boy with the 
broom who sweeps away scraps from beneath the machine and tries to look up her 
pants legs.

“She puts the ends of her hair in her mouth and draws them out from between 
her lips while thinking of twine and the enormous bobbins. She remembers the 
drums of loose materials she’s seen brought on trucks and wheeled in to be spun into 
lines. She’s laying staring straight up into the ceiling.”

The synchrony of g brake lights might become a sort of song, an 
indecipherable call and response. One car cuts in before another. The shuddering of a 
grill a loose tooth, the placement of the tire against the road. They step into the 
intersection where a man sitting behind the wheel of his sedan holds his face still 
against the procession of open vowels and people crossing, g his jaw to some 
internal law governing rhythm. His taut skin pulled shining across the bone. The 
blown out colors in headlamps and occluded shadows. His eyes xed by dint of a prop 
upon her for a moment. The driver sees her when her leg comes down into the midst 
of his vision at the juncture of the shadow from the corner of a headlamp and the 
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white line in asphalt. Her other sweeps behind it and forward as her arms rotate 
slightly, still clasped together. She looks up into the bulb of a streetlamp and then the 
line of the driver’s chest against the passing car hood before she is removed from his 
sight by the next step. Of neon lights signs beckoning in the window of a bar 
pregnant with them and before that the knot of people who’ve cleared a space for 
themselves on the sidewalk, exhaling tributaries and letting the lines of ash hang 
dramatically from cigarettes. The passivity of a casualty ward creeping in the 
hollows of eyes and cheeks and along the course of their necks as they breathe and 
cradle infancy in their own words. She untangles her hands from about his arm. 
Calling laughter spreads with the same course dictated by electricity.
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